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Caudill & Associates

Caudill & Associates is an independent production company that has

 played a pivotal role in leading the direct response industry.

• Blend high-end visuals of brand advertising with the strategic techniques of 
direct response

• Constantly pushing the envelope 
• Redefined what direct response is today

30 YEARS
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Caudill & Associates

Caudill & Associates has produced hundreds of commercials and infomercials, 
with rolled out campaigns in virtually every category of direct response. Our 
shows have been recognized with awards from multiple industry organizations, 
and more importantly, have broken sales records for many clients.

This approach for our clients has culminated in billions of dollars in sales with 
some of the biggest hits in direct response history, more rolled out campaigns 
than any other company, and a success rate that is more than double the 
industry average.

100+ PROJECTS
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Caudill & Associates

BRAND  >  DTC
DTC  >  BRAND
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Caudill & Associates

Half-Hour Paid Program Concepts
for
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Caudill & Associates

goals
• Blend the best of branded advertising with the immediate impact of DRTV
• Provide multi-channel support
• Build revenue and positive brand awareness
• Interweave the peer to peer community and skin coaches to highlight the 

inspiration behind the brand

target audience
• Women 20 to 45
• Inclusion on both sides of the age group

core message

YourGoodSkinTM makes your skin healthy in all key indicators, and more resilient 
when facing stressors which is essential to truly beautiful skin.

reasons to believe
• Clinical results – 28 day promise
• User stories
• Development process – thousands of women helped us create the product that 

addresses ALL of their skin concerns
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• Short form / digital carve outs• modular - evolve and revise as needed
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• Create independent DR income stream• Capture continuity traffic
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Caudill & Associates

content
• A breakthrough in healthy skin, clinically proven to improve the 5 key signs of visibly healthy skin
• Visibly healthier skin in just 28 days #GoodSkinIn28
• Product development story / CO-CREATED with 1000’s of women
• User stories
• The Community / testimonial commentary from newer members 
• GoodSkinIn28 Coach
• Dr. Ellie Bradley / scientist commentary
• Third party commentary / endorsement
• Unique product ingredients/benefits story
• Product demonstration(s) 
• Call To Action(s)
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Caudill & Associates

common elements

Visibly healthy 
skin in just 
28 days

HOST DEMOS USPs & BENEFITS

Honest, credible and 
effective. Includes 
before and afters.

Transitional elements 
that create variety and 
visual interest.

A friendly personality 
who guides viewers 
through the program.

Showing how simple 
and easy it is to use the 
product.

All of the core content 
persuasively and 
engagingly presented.

BUMPERSTESTIMONIALS

“A brand new skincare range developed by a team of leading dermatologists to restore your skin’s natural balance.”
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Caudill & Associates

treatments

A treatment is like a bucket. It holds the 
content of a show. 

Rather than a detailed discussion of specific 
content, it is a description of the program format, 
il lustrating HOW that content will be presented.

The following treatments are capable of 
delivering the content outlined in the YGS 
Creative Brief, Brand Intro Document, Consumer 
Driven Strategy Document, Science Overview 
and Product Configuration.

balance   |   journey   #GoodSkinIn28
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Caudill & Associates

 balance   
 journey #GoodSkinIn28

treatments
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BARRIERS• Target market skews young for DR - need to capture and hold attention• Skin care is a crowded marketplace• Customer is jaded by ads that promise much but deliver little
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ALIGN with Brand Character:perceptivemagneticTRANSPARENTmotivational
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TRANSPARENT a brand that is authentic, acts openly and for the benefit of others
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Caudill & Associates

balance
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Caudill & Associates

When things are in balance, life 
just works out better. 

The same holds true for your skin. 
When your skin is in balance, it’s 
healthier, looks beautiful and is able to 
resist the stress life throws at  you.

But what happens if your skin is out of 
balance? What can you do?

balance
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Caudill & Associates

balance

We’ll use aspirational lifestyle footage that shows life “in balance” - from 
enjoying a wonderful meal with friends to literal moments of physical balance. 
This recurring metaphor will reinforce what balance means for beautiful skin.

elements & execution

“Balance” will use visual metaphor.

Bring your skin back into 
balance in just 28 Days

A host will guide 
us throughout 
the show. 
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Caudill & Associates

“How did these women bring their skin back into balance? What was their skin like before 
YourGoodSkinTM? What is it like to have balanced, beautiful skin?” We’ll listen to their stories and 
learn of their participation in the research study.

User stories will be a key component.

balance

User stories will be a key component.

The five indicators will be explored.
“YourGoodSkinTM brings your skin back into balance by addressing the five indicators of healthy 
looking skin. How does your skin currently compare? Which area(s) do you need to help?” We’ll 
see how YGS creates homeostasis through formulations specifically targeting the underlying 
causes of out of balance skin. 

WHAT ARE THE
5 SIGNS OF VISIBLY 
HEALTHY SKIN?

elements & execution
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Caudill & Associates

We’ll learn how sunlight, pollution and even harsh cleansing can cause damage to skin that’s
out of balance and aggravate dryness, oiliness, uneven texture, etc. Temperature change, hormone 
fluctuations, stress and tiredness all impact skin balance & health. 

We’ll learn how YourGoodSkinTM helps reverse this damage and protects your skin daily. 

The causes of imbalance will be discussed.

elements & execution

Bring your skin back into 
balance in just 28 Days

balance
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Caudill & Associates

The audience will understand the vital role the unique ingredients play in bringing 
skin into balance and how YourGoodSkinTM works with all skin types. 

“You were born with skin that was beautiful and balanced. But then aging, environment 
and stress took their toll. It’s time to regain that balance and return to beautiful-looking skin.”

elements & execution

A Unique Product

balance
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Caudill & Associates

journey    #GoodSkinIn28
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Caudill & Associates

You are invited to take the journey to 
beautiful, healthy, balanced skin. 

It takes just 28 days. The process is so 
simple and effective, you’ll be amazed.

So don’t wait another minute. Start 
your journey today. 

journey    #GoodSkinIn28
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Caudill & Associates

A visual linear thread throughout the show will continually reinforce that your 
journey to healthier skin takes just 28 days. Taking cues from the package 
“ribbon” - we will call out the progress you can experience during your journey.

elements & execution

“Journey” will use a time-based calendar theme.

Visibly healthy skin 
in just 28 Days

We will be guided 
on the journey.

journey

28
#GoodSkinIn28



Co-Created with 1000s of women
Our journey

2014 20172015 2016

4
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Caudill & Associates

“Just like you, the women who participated in our research study struggled with different types of 
skin issues. Some experienced excessive dryness. Others had uneven tone or inconsistent texture. 
Whatever skin type you have, YourGoodSkinTM can help bring it back into balance, addressing the 
underlying causes of your skin’s imbalance to restore and maintain balance, helping to prevent 
problems so skin stays healthy.”

Throughout the program, we’ll focus on each of the five key signs to visibly healthy
skin, and show how YGS is designed to improve them. 

The journey begins by addressing the needs of your skin.

elements & execution

DO YOU KNOW THE
5 SIGNS OF VISIBLY 
HEALTHY SKIN?

RADIANCEOILINESS TEXTURE TONEDRYNESS

What are your signs?

journey
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Caudill & Associates

“You’re not alone on your journey. There’s an entire community of women who have either already 
been there before you, are nearing their goal, or are just starting out like you.”

We’ll explore the YourGoodSkinTM Community, and show how you can sign up for the GoodSkinIn28 
Coach. “Join the conversation. You’ll not only receive support, but be able to help others as well.”

On your journey, you will find help and support along the way.

elements & execution

journey

#GoodSkinIn28
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Caudill & Associates

elements & execution

journey

Unique ingredients make your journey a success.
The audience will learn how the unique ingredients found in YourGoodSkinTM play an 
important role in targeting the underlying causes of skin imbalance, helping to reverse and 
prevent future imbalance by making skin healthy.

“You can have beautiful, healthy-looking skin in just 28 days. It’s a simple journey, with 
help and support along the way. Start your journey today.”



Caudill & Associates

Thank You


